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BN AERIAL MAPS AID 
FOREST HANAGEMENT STUDY 
MISSOULA---
Burlington Northern aerial maps of Lubrecht Experimental Forest, the University 
of Montana's forest research site located on the Blackfoot River 35 miles northeast of 
Missoula, are a key factor in an intensive-extensive study of forest management in the 
Northern Rocky Mountain Region. 
Known as the "Lubrecht Ecosystem Project" of UM, the investigation will extend 
over several years, although a portion of the intensive research on the mapped area was 
completed in 1971. Additional intensive studies at Lubrecht were initiated in the spring 
of 1972. 
BN's aerial photo contributions resulted from conferences between UM Forestry 
Minn., 
Dean Robert F. Wambach and C. R. Binger of St. Paul,; BN' s vice president for resource 
development. Other staff officers from the University and BN completed arrangements 
early in 1972. 
The photos are of three types--highest altitude for general analysis of the 
study area, intermediate altitude for detailed topographic mapping of specific study 
sites and lowest altitude for vegetation and stream analysis. 
The photos are the third series taken of the Lubrecht area. Photos from 1930 
and 1960, with the current set, provide a continuing and valuable photo record of 
changes over the past 30 years. Wambach termed the BN gift "absolutely imperative for a 
study of this nature. With them our interpretive abilities are greatly enhanced." 
Included in the extensive study area are the forests of western Montana, 
northern Idaho, southwestern Alberta, southeastern British Columbia and small adjoining 
portions of Washington, Oregon and Wyoming. 
Purpose of the long-term study is to determine safe limits to \<Jhich forest 
resources can be managed or changed in the Northern Rocky Mountain Region. 
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In the intensive study area of Lubrecht Experimental Fore!t. which is located on lands 
donated to the University by the Anaconda Company and Northern Pacific railway approximately 
40 years ago, the first step was analysis of biological, chemical, geological and hydro-
logical similarities of a series of small watersheds. Several of these will then be 
subjected to management practices projected to be the most commonly used in the region 
in the future. 
Already completed at Lubrecht is a survey of trees, shrubs and herbaceous layer on 
one of two control watersheds, along with a preliminary description of small mammal life 
and an associated study on habitat and colonization of aquatic life. Studies of precipi-
tation, temperature and solar radiation also are being made. Added to this is research 
on nutrient cycling, energy flows and stream water chemistry, 
Extensive research of the broader geographic area will be directed toward resolving 
questions on burgeoning national pressure for both raw materials and high quality recrea-
tional opportunities with conflicting demands on forest lands, many of them in the north-
ern Rockies 
Emphazized will be a need to integrate biological and physical information within 
the socio-economic frameork of the area, with a common objective of determing safe limits 
to which forests can be managed and changed to meet national and local needs, 
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